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Abstract 

The principle of the independence of the judiciary, as protected by international and regional 
apparatuses for the promotion and fortification of human rights, is indispensable to the existence 
of the rule of law. To guarantee independence in executing legal standards and safeguarding 
respect of citizens’ rights, the Judiciary must be impartial and independent of the two other 
legislative and executive powers. However, the judiciary in Lebanon lacks independence and the 
purpose of this study is to build a framework for understanding the dynamics of the lack of judicial 
independence in Lebanon. The lack of judicial independence in Lebanon is already locally and 
internationally widely acknowledged, and several entities have presented a number of 
recommendations, however these recommendations, and despite many efforts towards an 
independent judiciary, are not yet fulfilled. In this context, more understanding is needed of the 
larger picture: what are the dynamics of the lack of judicial independence in Lebanon? 

To answer this question, the first chapter of this study analyses the structure of the Lebanese 
judiciary and the laws that regulate its administration. It examines the system’s gaps and loopholes, 
the second one examines the behavior of political elites in Lebanon to show that they do not 
support the independence of the judiciary and that they have the will to interfere in judicial matters. 
In this chapter I also refer to an online survey testing the Lebanese’ trust in their judicial system. 
The third chapter explains more the attempts towards an independent judiciary in Lebanon and 
why they failed. These chapters show mainly that the independence of the judiciary is very difficult 
to be applied with the absence of the political will.  

The results of these chapters suggest that judicial susceptibility to political influence, along with 
the readiness of political elites to employ such influence, can better be described as the oxygen 
that starts the fire, whereas the other aspects are sheer sparks. 
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I. Introduction 

After the  October 2019 protests in Lebanon, the failure of the governments that preceded and 

succeeded the protests, and the August blast that unveiled the negligence and lack of accountability 

of the Lebanese political class, the independence of the the judiciary becomes now more than ever 

a necessity that needs to be achieved in Lebanon. The judiciary constitutes the third branch of 

power in the system of separation of power, and it is revealed in the Constitution under the chapter 

of general provisions different to the other two powers that are mentioned under separate chapters, 

each comprising several provisions. Article 20 of the Lebanese constitution cherishes the 

independence of the judiciary: “The judicial authority shall be exercised by courts of various 

degrees and jurisdictions. It shall function within the limits of an order established by the law and 

offering accordingly the necessary guarantees to judges and litigants. The law shall determine the 

conditions and limits of the judicial guarantees. The judges shall be independent in the exercise of 

their functions. The decisions and judgments of all courts shall be rendered and executed in the 

name of the Lebanese People” (Lebanese Constitution, 1990). The independence of the judiciary 

is thus according to the constitution narrowed to its responsibilities, notably to the analysis and 

implementation of the law, and the adjudication of disagreements. Provisions that control the 

management of the judiciary are endorsed by the legislative power and not by the judicial authority 

itself. The fact that the legislature determines the rules related to the affairs of the judiciary is not 

considered in itself a desecration of the independence of the judicial authority, still, these rules 

grant the High Judiciary Council the authority to manage judiciary affairs while at the same time 

retaining considerable management by the executive power through the Ministry of Justice mainly 

(Takieddine, 2000). The standards and principles used in the administration of the judicial facility 

do not protect judges from the executive authority's interference with the function entrusted to the 

judiciary, particularly in appointments, transfers, and promotions, and do not give judges the 
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necessary gears for their immunity (CJC, 2016). Moreover, the effect of sectarianism on the work 

of judge’s has exacerbated where it has become a serious restriction on justice. In this paper, we 

will deliberate thoroughly the appointment of judges according to political and sectarian quotas 

(World Bank and Ministry of Justice, 1994), thus it has become vital now to suggest the 

immunization of the judiciary from sectarianism, external pressure and political interference, by 

reviewing the gaps that allow these pressures to be practiced, or by seriously working on 

strengthening and improving the guarantees that can ensure the independence of the judiciary.  

In addition, the constitution stipulates that the system in Lebanon is based on the principle of 

separation between the authorities and their balance and cooperation (Lebanese Constitution, 

1990). This malleable understanding of the separation of powers in the constitution permits the 

legislative power to interfere in some of the executive power’s activities just like approving the 

State’s annual budget and endorsing certain treaties. It permits the executive power as well to 

intervene in the legislative work such as calling the parliament to assemble, suggesting new 

legislation and disseminating laws as legislated by the parliament (El-Khazen, 2000). 

Nevertheless, there is on top a system of accountability that remains present with the legislative 

holding a confidence power vote over the executive power represented by Council of Ministers 

and the cabinet holding in return the power to dissolve the Legislative body on certain conditions 

mentioned in the constitution. As for the judicial authority, the judicial summons actions are passed 

through the Supreme Council. (Lebanese Constitution, 1990) As a matter of fact, no actual cases 

have been presented to the Supreme Council until today. This might be considered as absence of 

any indulgences, or as a solid indicator the present system of checks and balances or even to 

mistrust or corruption inside this system and council (Haase, 2018). However, the often doubtful 

and complicit personal benefits exchange between the parliament and the government, mislead the 
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constitutional principle of collaboration between the two authorities, and created conflicted 

sectarian and personal interests which distorted the separating outlines among them (Haase, 2018). 

Sectarianism and partisanship keep on causing gaps that are worsened by international and regional 

pressure. Most prominent among the executive prerogatives is that the independence of the 

judiciary includes for example the designation of some members of the High Judiciary Council 

itself, and the appointment, transfer, and promotion of judges. Such prerogatives strip the judiciary 

of the constituents of an independent power and permit substantial interferences by the executive 

in judiciary affairs (Hamd, 2012). On the other hand, the intervention of the legislative power 

comes in a different form, above all through designing laws that disrupt the effect of specific 

judicial rulings and issuing laws with retroactive effects that violate human rights (Takieddine, 

2000). In addition to the checks and balances of power, Lebanon’s constitution incorporates other 

fundamental pillars of the Rule of Law namely fundamental rights provisions, and judicial review 

by a Constitutional Council as shall be discussed in later sections of this study. 

The Reconciliation Pact of 1989 in turn, referred to the issue of electing members of the High 

Council in support of the independence of the judiciary (Reconciliation Pact, 1989). On the 

international documents that contributed to the dedication of this principle, we find first the basic 

principles on independence of the judiciary, approved by the United Nations General Assembly in 

1985, and second that actions aimed at the effective implementation of the fundamental principles 

relating to the independence of the judiciary, which was approved by the Assembly in 1989 (ICJ, 

2017). Although the principle of independence and the culture of judicial independence are 

cherished, there is internal legal texts and practices that invalidate this principle. Having said that, 

the purpose of this research is to outline a background of understanding of the different aspects of 

the lack of judicial independence in Lebanon. It is already acknowledged nationally and now 
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internationally by several published reports that the judiciary in Lebanon lacks independence, the 

International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), in its 2017 Lebanon report, describes the judicial system 

as lacking independence, and suggests numerous endorsements as a way forward. These 

recommendations have yet to be fulfilled, and instead Lebanon is still witnessing daily violations 

to the notion of the judicial independence. In this context, more understanding is needed of the 

larger picture: What are the dynamics of the lack of judicial independence in Lebanon? 
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Literature Review 

Separation of Powers in Lebanon 

Vida Hamd (2012) considers the Lebanese constitution to be a flexible representation of the 

separation of powers principle since the different powers, do abide by the checks and balances 

system. Consequently, this separation of powers enables the legislative power to intrude in the 

work of the executive power and vice-versa. For example, the parliament is the one who approves 

the annual budget of the state designed by the government. Moreover, the government can as well 

propose new project of laws to the parliament. Hamd also stresses on the presence of accountability 

in this system since the parliament possesses the power of giving the confidence to the council of 

ministers and in return the parliament can be dissolved in some conditions by the council of 

ministers.  

Additionally, the Parliament has the power to impeach the President, and impeach or retrieve 

confidence of the Prime minister and the ministers for high treason charges or serious violation of 

their duties or the constitution. Actually, the Supreme Council is the one supposed to receive 

judicial impeachment but until today no case has been brought to this council. However, Hamd 

explicitly sheds the light on the suspicious relationship between the parliament and the government 

since the sectarian and personal interests have distorted the separation between the two powers. 

Sectarianism and prejudice keep on causing holes that are worsened by regional and international 

pressures. 

The third power as per Hamd is limited to the application and interpretation of the law and to the 

judgments on disputes. For example, rules that control the administration of the judiciary are 

enacted by the legislature and not by the judiciary itself. Determination of rules concerning 

judiciary affairs by the legislature is not in itself a violation of the independence of the judiciary, 
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however, these rules grant the Supreme Judiciary Council the authority to manage judiciary affairs 

while at the same time retaining considerable management by the executive power through the 

Ministry of Justice. Most prominent among the executive prerogatives is that the independence of 

the judiciary includes for example the designation of some members of the Supreme Judiciary 

Council itself, and the appointment, transfer, and promotion of judges. Such prerogatives strip the 

judiciary of the constituents of an independent power and permit substantial interferences by the 

executive in judiciary affairs. On the other hand, the intervention of the legislative power comes 

in a different form, above all through designing laws that disrupt the effect of specific judicial 

rulings and issuing laws with retroactive effects that violate human rights. In addition to the checks 

and balances of power, Lebanon’s constitution incorporates other fundamental pillars of the Rule 

of Law namely fundamental rights provisions, and judicial review by a Constitutional Council as 

shall be discussed below (Hamd, 2012). 

As for Elias Chalhoub (2004) the powers in Lebanon are abiding by the principle of separation of 

power as mentioned in the Lebanese Constitution. Chalhoub considers that the Lebanese judiciary 

remains to be the main component that helped in preserving the principle of separation of powers 

in Lebanon despite all structural and institutional dilemmas and administrative corruption 

influenced by politics in Lebanon. He continues to argue that the Lebanese judiciary preserved a 

proper performance unlike any other judiciary undergoing a similar major national crisis. Although 

acknowledging that the lesson to be drawn and the criteria to be followed in assessing the 

characteristics and qualities of the judiciary lie in its comparison with the modern judiciary in the 

liberal systems which secure individual human rights and public freedoms, he insisted that a person 

cannot deny that the Lebanese judiciary is considered largely independent, in comparison with the 
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judiciary in Arab countries and systems that shows no respect for the status of the judiciary and 

the judges (Chalhoub, 2004). 

Political System in Lebanon 

Eric Bordenkircher (2013) linked the ongoing modification in the Lebanese political system to the 

continuous influence of regional and international players especially during the post war era and 

after the signing of the Taef Accord in 1989. He described the Taef as a tool which readjusted the 

political shares between the Muslims and Christians by revising many sections of the Lebanese 

constitution and by giving more power to the Sunni Prime minister and Shiite speaker of the 

Parliament while diminishing the role of the Maronite President. Bordenkircher stressed all 

through his study on having always in Lebanon a confession which holds a veto power over other 

confession, which is often influenced by a foreign backup. According to Bordenkircher the 

Christian or Maronite community became a non-veto player after the Taef, thus Lebanon became 

a bipolar game with veto power vested in the Shia and Sunni leadership communities. The 

development of these two veto actors is largely attributed as per Bordenkircher to the Syrian 

military withdrawal in April 2005 and to the reemergence of other actors. Although it appears that 

after the Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon, numerous external actors arrived on the scene in 

Lebanon, it is convenient to recognize these two veto players as Syrian-Iranian for the first and 

Saudi-American for the latter. The presence of these two collective veto players creates 

considerable complications towards the reformation of the status quo in Lebanon because a victory 

in Lebanon can have regional and international ramifications (Bordenkircher, 2013). 

Inversely, Paul Salem (2006) focuses more on the internal struggle between the Lebanese people 

rather than on the external one and urges the Lebanese government to fully implement the Taif 

agreement, which was considered by other authors as seen above as a wicked solution to the 
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Lebanese problem. He argues that the state must commit to improve its performance and 

administrative services while fighting corruption and strengthening the Lebanese Army which has 

been weakened by the existence of Hezbollah. In this regard, Salem urges the state to act upon 

Hezbollah weapons and urges Hezbollah in return to decide whether it wishes to be a civil equal 

player in the Lebanese State or to remain in being a state inside a state. In his opinion, the 

government could assist in bringing the dominant Hezbollah Shiite community closer to the former 

choice by considering utterly the community's objections on how the post Taif state has advanced. 

However, Salem has a different approach than Bordenkircher when it comes to the foreign 

intervention in Lebanon, he reasons that the international players have intentions in fixing Lebanon 

but might accidentally break it in the process. Therefore, the external community has a solemn 

duty to encourage Lebanon to undertake overdue political reforms while safeguarding against 

determinations by any of Lebanon's neighbors to undermine 1701 Resolution. Moreover, Political 

unity is the key to stability, and pushing the country too far will exacerbate internal divisions and 

ultimately prove counterproductive (Salem, 2006). 

From a  different perspective and in the wake of the most recent events which have trembled the 

Lebanese political scene altogether, André Sleiman (2019) speaks on the possible changes the 

Lebanese Political system might undertake in the future especially after the new paradigms that 

emerged amid the 17 October Revolution. He says that since 1992, Lebanese governments have 

become structures more like small parliaments since their formation was based on the 

representation of minority interests and depending on political consensus on sectarian shares in the 

state bureaucracy. Consequently, blocs have held a significant veto power, leading to 

governmental deadlock or even dissolution. Hence, Sleiman ruminates that in order to make the 

policy-making process of future cabinets more effective, they need to supplement judicial reforms 
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accompanied by an acceptable system of checks and balances. Separating the parliamentary role 

from the ministerial one would progress the Lebanese legislative oversight over the executive 

power. Oversight agencies should also be given more independence, avoiding administrative 

supervision by the Prime Minister’s Office. Sleiman also proposes a systemic change which is as 

well a long-term attempt that will requisite to include the regeneration of the political elite. With 

an active civil society landscape, Lebanon is already witnessing small, crucial changes that have 

considerable ramifications. Additionally, when analyzing the possible upcoming scenarios, 

Sleiman questions the fate of the electoral law that will be adopted at the next national elections. 

The size, the borders and the number of the electoral districts, and the issue of sectarian quotas 

will all form a problem in formulating a new electoral law. He believes that despite the slogans 

“All of them means all of them” and “The people want to tear down the system”, there is no strong 

sign that Lebanese society, aside from the urban, civil society elite, is ready to overcome the role 

of sects in politics. Many Lebanese people remain attached to their sectarian belonging and their 

understanding of unity could be more of unity in diversity more than a desire for a one unified 

identity kind of integration (Sleiman, 2019). 

Judicial System in Lebanon 

Referring once again to a report written by Elias Chalhoub (2004), he argued that the Lebanese 

constitution gives the Judiciary branch a full power, just like the executive and the legislative.  

Nevertheless, he reasons that the executive and the legislative branches sometimes still consider 

the judiciary as an executive tool under the government’s authority. Since these two powers still 

control the judicial authority, abnormally due to the Higher Judicial Council hegemony through 

the judicial nominations and transfers, the constitutional texts must be actively enforced when 

dealing with the judiciary, by virtue of the constitution that confirmed the judiciary’s functioning 

independence and the judges’ individual autonomy when carrying out their functions. 
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Consequently, Chalhoub presents solutions for an effective enforcement of the constitutional texts. 

First he suggests to invest more in the Higher Judicial Council with all the authority to control all 

the judiciary’s affairs without any dependence to another power by also limiting the drafting of 

the judiciary’s budget to this council and by consulting it in drafting laws regarding the judicial 

authority before submitting them to the Parliament. Second, he recommends to unify all the 

branches of the judicial system, limit exceptional courts and reduce their powers, such as the 

military courts, to annul as well the spiritual and religious courts, and limiting the enforcement of 

religious laws to judicial courts. For Chalhoub, all these procedures must be taken to reinforce the 

judicial authority’s independence as well as the judges' sovereignty (Chalhoub, 2004). 

Maya Mansour and Carlos Daoud (2010) share by some means similar views to Me Chalhoub’s 

interpretation but also vest responsibility in the behavior of the Judges themselves. According to 

them, the Lebanese constitution conforms with the international standards related to the 

independence and impartiality of the judiciary. However, in practice the executive and legislative 

powers and the individuals forming theses powers, interfere continuously in the work of the 

judiciary. Therefore, the Lebanese judicial branch undergoes regular violations and defilements of 

the principle of separation of powers and initially by politicians themselves and from the 

imposition of politics in the judiciary. Hence, in the eyes of Mansour and Daoud, the Lebanese 

constitution was unsuccessful in safeguarding and establishing a protection system with the 

legislator. They elaborate by stating that the Constitutional Council has nevertheless played a 

crucial role in confirming the assurances of the independence of the judiciary through imposing 

some parameters to the legislative branch. As indicated by the two authors, the lack of an 

independent judicial system endangers the rights and freedoms of citizens and makes them 

susceptible to violations committed by the legislative or executive powers or others holding 
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authorities. An independent judiciary, by contrast, limits unpredictability, safeguards 

noninterference and sustains the rights of the people. However, the judicial work cannot be 

recognized without honest, competent and impartial judges who are able to reduce judgments in 

harmony with the law. Judges have to be able to do so with thorough impartiality and without any 

influence, from any institution or individual regardless of the end pursued by any partisan, 

economic, occupational, social, or political influence. A free judicial system guarantees the 

founding of equality and justice in society and defends the path of impartiality. Several 

international human rights tools safeguard the right to an operative therapy before trials. Local 

laws on the impartiality and independence of the judiciary also exist (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 

Judicial Independence Internationally 

While examining the existence of judicial independence internationally, Kirk A. Randazzo, 

Douglas M. Gibier and Rebecca Reid (2016) state that when judges become autonomous and writer 

of their opinions and when the outcome of the judicial procedure reflects transparent judicial 

preferences, it is then considered an independent judicial body. In this representation, judicial 

independence is presented when the courts and jurisdictions will not be despoiled by any external 

pressure whether governmental, economic, drifted by social interests, or any other actions that 

would inhibit the judges’ impartial analysis of the law and the presented actual facts. The three 

authors continue by arguing that in most of the countries, judges are public officials, and this is 

what makes the independence of the judiciary from the government so challenging. Consequently, 

the legal and constitutional rules designed to protect the independence of judges try to make the 

unlikely, possible. It is relatively absurd for the authors that after eras of identifying the political 

and constitutional worth of judicial independence, the tools that make courts autonomous are still 

slightly clear. After a laborious examination of this issue during the years between 1960 and 2000 
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in 145 countries, the writers conclude that judicial independence is associated with high stages of 

democracy and political competition (Randazzo, Gibier, & Reid, 2016). Thus, democracy and 

judicial independence are mutually re-enforcing, but the problem for many transitional 

democracies is how to get to the point where this process of reinforcement takes place.  

An altered methodology can be identified in the study established by Terence Halliday, Lucien 

Karpick, and Malcom Feeley (2007) in the ground of legal and social studies, which recognizes 

vital players that could help startup the procedure of judicial independence, while taking into 

consideration the encumbrance of history. The authors identified the players that can drive for 

independent courts, which are law schools, non-governmental organizations, and bar associations 

working in the legal field. For them these institutions, which encompass what they call the legal 

complex, have been interested, for long in encouraging autonomous courts for professional 

reasons. Under this method, the writers develop the legal composite by inclining it towards 

investing in independent courts in order to escape or even reduce the undignified outcome that a 

politically dependent judiciary has on the beliefs of both lawyers and judges. In a perspective of 

biased courts, the authors give the example of lawyers that improve in their professions not as the 

outcome of legal acquaintance, but rather because they are able to lobby the government or even 

in other cases to essentially bribe judges and public prosecutor. Such practices not only diminish 

the significance of legal education, but also dishonor legal practice (Halliday, Karpik, & Feeley, 

2007). 

Political Influences on the Judiciary 

Diego M. Papayannis (2016) and Lisa Hilbink (2012) have both argued that institutional laws, 

regulations, designs and proposals cannot guarantee the independence of the judiciary if the 

political support is not present (Papayannis D. M., 2016). Their main argument is that even though 
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it is evident that these variables subsidize the concept of judicial independence, they do not 

automatically stop excessive and sometimes unnecessary influence and intervention from political 

parties (Hilbink, 2007). In this regard, Adnan Iskandar (1996) has as well proved that the historical 

examination has proved that even when some governments and institutions were lawfully 

guaranteed by a good amount of immunity and independence, political officials have been 

successfully able to “circumvent these guarantees and assert their dominant role” (Iskandar, 1996). 

This implies that even when laws are ratified to safeguard governmental institutions and provide 

them protection, the absenteeism of political sustenance or simply the presence of political will to 

destabilize the independence of the institutions, can create an impediment to this independence 

and appropriate running of administrations. On the other hand, Peter Russel (2001) believes that 

the sustenance of entities outside the judiciary in the management of the judicial materials does 

not hinder judicial independence only if there is a determination in supporting this independence. 

Actually, he trusts that the governmental divisions must support the judiciary in the courts’ 

administration of courts (Russel, 2001). In this manner, the International Commission of Jurists 

(ICJ) recommends that when the government has vested some powers in the judicial branch, its 

“prerogatives must not be politicized and must not undermine the independence of the judiciary” 

(ICJ, 2017). In line with this, Mark Ramseyer (1994) explains independent judiciaries as a space 

where political leaders cannot manipulate or influence the careers of present judges (Ramseyer, 

1994) but as an alternative are keen to cooperate with legal and judicial actors in essential ways to 

protect the independence of judges and the judicial authority, as argued by judiciary as a branch 

of government” (Gee, 2015). This highlights the importance of political will to achieve judicial 

independence. 
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Conclusion 

In Sum, many draft laws have been presented to the Lebanese parliament regarding the 

restructuring of the Lebanese Judiciary System in order to reinforce its independence as a third 

impartial and autonomous power. However, when it comes to Lebanon theories are not always 

easily translated into practice due to many factors dominating the country historically and recently, 

such as its social diversity and different religious belongings, its location and borders, corrupt 

political elites with each having his own agenda and international influence to satisfy inside the 

country. The Lebanese constitution has clearly identified three separate powers performing 

independently from one another while also being subject to the checks and balances of each 

authority, yet the constitution still needs to be more precise on the job of each of these powers and 

needs amendments in terms of protecting the independence of the judicial system with the aim of 

meeting the requirements of the international standards such as the principles mentioned in The 

United Nations Basic Principles on Judicial Independence (United Nations, 1985), 

The Singhvi Declaration (Singhvi, 1989), The Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct, The 

Universal Charter of the Judge (The Judicial Group on Strengthening Judicial Integrity, 2002) and 

The European Charter on the Statute of Judges (Council of Europe, 1998). 

Throughout the literature review the approaches regarding the separation of powers in Lebanon, 

the political system in Lebanon, the judicial system in Lebanon, the judicial independence 

internationally and the political influences on the judiciary were divergent, they meet in some 

points and differ in others, but the objective is sole and leads us to one question, what are the 

dynamics of the lack of judicial independence in Lebanon? 
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Methodology 

The selection of this research method is crucial for what conclusion can be made concerning the 

question previously presented. 

In order to be able to answer the question in the most suitable way, the methodology includes 

publications, researches, survey, and other research techniques, and comprises as well both 

historical and current information on the background of the judicial system in Lebanon; it 

embraces also the entrenched influence in all public and private aspects in Lebanon; all the 

previous and existing attempts towards reforming the judicial Lebanese system; the practical 

amendments that can be implemented in this regard; the possible consequences that might hit the 

legislative and executive branches, the political elites, public administrations, political parties, 

military body and even the private sector if the Lebanese judiciary system became fully 

independent; and this research encompasses finally recommendations to the the Lebanese authority 

and civil society in achieving an independent Judicial system. 

The main sources used for the study are articles published in Academic Journals regarding the 

judiciary in general, Lebanese political system in general, and the concept of the independence of 

the Judiciary and its main obstacles. 

Moreover, secondary data is used as well, such as electronic resources, e-books, reports, journal 

articles and books related to the topic; in addition to some material retrieved from the Library of 

Notre Dame University – Louaize (NDU). 

Besides, in order to be able to transfer the official documented facts of the Lebanese political and 

judicial system, official documents are used also as primary source from the Lebanese laws, legal 

verdicts, and official governmental websites. Plus, the United Nations Basic Principles on Judicial 

Independence, The Singhvi Declaration, The Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct, The 
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Universal Charter of the Judge and The European Charter on the Statute of Judges are also 

reviewed since the universal and international declarations principles are always used in this study 

as a reference to what should be respected nationally. 

For the benefit of this research, qualitative approach is mainly used in order to first better 

understand the facts, perceptions and values that influence and underlie the reality of the Lebanese 

judicial system; second to better comprehend the meaning and context of the data collected; third 

to investigate current or potential scenarios for this proposition; and fourth to develop parameters, 

such as relevant questions and range of responses related to the subject. 

Furthermore, the deductive reasoning is used as a method to understand the independence of the 

judicial branch in general and in Lebanon, the Lebanese political structure and influence, and the 

political obstacles threatening the judicial independence in Lebanon. 

In order to be able to answer the question mentioned in the conclusion of the literature review, 

these chapters will be interpreted: 

A. The vulnerability of the Lebanese Judicial System: loopholes in the system that limit 

judicial independence in Lebanon. 

B. The political willingness to interfere by different means. 

C. The attempts towards an independent judiciary in Lebanon, and why they failed. 

By addressing the first headline, the structure of the Lebanese judiciary and the laws that regulate 

its administration will be analyzed in addition to the system’s loopholes, in light of international 

laws and standards.  The research will show that the executive branch has excessive influence over 

the judiciary, along with lack of guarantees protecting judges from external meddling which affects 

the judicial decision-making process. Therefore, in the framework presented below in Figure 1, I 

highlight these two factors, and break them down into various components in the study thoroughly. 
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Furthermore, by addressing the second headline an analysis can be drawn on how politics in 

Lebanon is interfering in the judiciary and on how politicians are not willing to attain 

independence, by countering the third headline the attempts towards an independent judiciary in 

Lebanon through draft laws and other efforts by the civil society will be tackled while 

understanding the failure of these attempts. 

Figure 1: Influences Underwriting the Lack of Judicial Independence in Lebanon 
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Chapter one: The vulnerability of the Lebanese Judicial 
System 

 

In this part of the study, the structure of the Lebanese judiciary and the laws that regulate its 

administration will be analyzed, while examining the system’s loopholes and gaps in light of 

domestic laws and international standards.  First, I show that the executive branch has undue 

influence over judicial administration, which is a dangerous dynamic, because judicial 

administration in turn heavily impacts the judicial system. The judicial administration is the very 

structure that is meant to avert judicial partiality and vulnerability to undue influence. 

II. Framework of the Lebanese Judiciary 

Structure of the Lebanese Judiciary 

The organization of the judiciary in Lebanon is the result of the historical development of judicial 

institutions and various sources of laws. Lebanon was inspired on a large scale by the French 

model, whether at the level of civil or administrative courts (the State Council). As for religious 

courts, the Lebanese judicial organization preserved the structure inherited from Ottoman law and 

its developments resulting from external influences (Salamey, 2009). 

In brief, the Lebanese judiciary constitutes of: 

1. The High Judicial Council: 

Legislative Decree No. 150 of 16 September 1983 on the organization of the judiciary (Decree-

Law No. 150/83) determines the conditions to the “ordinary” court system and the High Judicial 

Council. According to the Decree, the High Judicial Council is responsible for ensuring “the proper 

functioning, dignity and independence of the judiciary, the proper functioning of the courts, and 

with taking the necessary decisions in this regard.” (Decree Law 150, 1983). The High Judicial 

Council is considered the supreme judicial authority in Lebanon and is mandated to oversee the 
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upright functioning of the judiciary, its independence, its dignity and the upright performance of 

courts”. Practically, it is responsible for ensuring the independence of judges through the 

management of judicial affairs administration of the Lebanese judiciary (ICJ, 2017). Thus, the 

institution delegated with nominating and approving judicial appointments and ensuring the 

independence of the judiciary permits the government’s excessive influence over judiciary 

activities.  

It is important to describe further the composition of the High Judicial Council in order to better 

comprehend the reasons that made this Council a fertile ground for political intervention. So, the 

Judicial Council consists of ten members, eight of whom are appointed by the cabinet, while the 

other two members are elected only among cassation judges (ICJ, 2017). It should also be recalled 

that the council consists eventually of three presidents of cassation chambers (two elected and the 

third appointed), two presidents of appeals chambers, one of the presidents of primary chambers 

and one of the judges working in the units of the Ministry of Justice, in addition to three members 

who are as , by virtue of their duties, the President of the Court of Cassation (Chairman of the 

Council), the Public Prosecutor for Cassation, and the Head of the Judicial Inspection Authority. 

Secondly, the election of the members of the High Judicial Council constituted the only item 

proposed for reforming the ordinary judiciary in the Taef Agreement, as its members were all 

appointed by the government at that time (Legal Agenda, 2018). However, despite this, the 

deputies paid the Taef Agreement no attention when making the constitutional amendments in 

1990, and they waited until 2001 to adopt a an amendment according to which only two of its 

members would be elected after limiting the right to vote to the judges of the Court of Cassation 

(whose percentage does not exceed ten per cent of the total judges) and the right to run for the 

membership of the council to the chambers' presidents of the Court of Cassation (whose percentage 
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does not exceed two per cent of the total number of judges), and they reached their positions only 

with formations approved by the political forces (Legal Agenda, 2018). In other words, the right 

to vote is restricted accordingly to senior judges, while the right to run for office is limited to the 

most senior judges, whom the political authority had previously nominated and elected many 

times. The intrusion of the government and of the whole political ruling class in the work of the 

High Judicial Council is notable given the significant part of the Council in the Lebanese judicial 

system. These interventions can be demonstrated by many cases, just like the employment of the 

brother of the Lebanese President of the Republic in 2002, Judge Nasri Lahoud, as President of 

the High Judicial Council, or the appointment holdup of new members replacing leaving members 

in 2006. This particular case of conflict between the Prime Minister and the President of the 

country paralyzed eventually the work of the council for an elongated period which revealed 

expressively the greatness of the political interference and continuous pressure exerted on judiciary 

and its affairs, specifically with reference to the High Judicial Council. In this case, the President 

rejected signing the list of appointments prepared unanimously by the Council and previously 

signed by the Minister of Justice and the Prime Minister (Rizk, 2007). Due to this political 

stalemate, in 2008, about a hundred of young graduate judges found themselves without any 

appointment., which led to the resignation of Judge Riachi from the presidency of the council and 

consequently provoked many feedbacks and has been analyzed by many as a warning of the 

institutional crisis that has shaken the Lebanese Judicial practice (Mansour & Daoud, 2010).  In 

2020, again, the draft judicial formations from the High Judicial Council triggered many objections 

as the Council was accused of operating with lack of transparency and behind the scenes 

particularly by assigning the seats on confessional basis which contradicts with Article 95 of the 

Lebanese Constitution (Legal Agenda, 2020). In this regard, The International Commission of 
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Jurists (ICJ) expressed its concerns on the composition of the High Judicial Council as mentioned 

in Decree-Law No. 150/83 failed to meet international standards. Incidentally, the ICJ is worried 

that the provisions of this decree permit executive interference especially on the structure and 

inadequacy in the election of the High Judicial Council members. Additionally, and in a more 

recent example of the political influence on the Judiciary, on 4 August 2020, a large number of 

huge loads of ammonium nitrate detonated in the port of Beirut, making incomprehensible 

obliteration the city and its occupants. The push to research and consider responsible those 

answerable for the lethal blast uncovers the tangled arrangement of exemption developed by the 

Lebanese political first class. The impact examination gives a focal point into the chaotic fight for 

equity that is seething now in Lebanese society, offering both knowledge into how the Lebanese 

political first class figure out how to sidestep responsibility, and an illustration of current 

neighborhood endeavors to break this example. Fadi Sawan, a military court judge was delegated 

by the High Judicial Council, as Special Prosecutor. Between August and December of 2020, 

Sawan pressed charges against thirty-seven individuals in relation with the explosion. 

Nevertheless, on 10 December, Sawan gave four key prosecutions. He charged caretaker Prime 

Minister Diab and three previous ministers with criminal carelessness (Graham & Hodges, 2021). 

These two previous ministers but current MPs, challenged the prosecutions and asked for Sawan's 

excusal, contending that their parliamentary insusceptibility refuted any charges against them. 

Sawan's investigation was suspended seven days after. Two months later, Sawan was set to 

continue his investigation with the endorsement of the judicial chamber supervising it. However, 

on 18 February, the board of judges from Lebanon's supreme court suddenly reversed course, 

eliminating Sawan from his role in the investigation. The court gave no open avocation to its 

choice; still, his removal was widely criticized. Promptly after the declaration of Sawan's 
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expulsion, groups of the families of the blast victims organized a protest in front of the Ministry 

of Justice, communicating their wrath and agony. The High Judicial Council designated then the 

following day head of Beirut's criminal court, Judge Tarek Bitar as new lead investigator (Graham 

& Hodges, 2021). The decision of the High Judicial Council in this case was influenced by political 

pressure which echoed on the appointment of a lead investigator. 

2. Ordinary Courts 

The powers entrusted to ordinary courts falling under the judicial, civil and criminal judiciary are 

clearly set in the Code of Civil Procedure and the Code of Criminal Procedure. These two laws 

govern the fundamental principles for a prosecution’s justice, i.e. transparency, challenge ability 

of verdicts, possibility of reference, liability for judicial acts, administrative monitoring and 

accountability for the judges’ actions, and easiness of referring to courts. Judicial courts 

implementing the Code of Criminal procedure respect, in general, the presumption of innocence 

expressly stipulated in the new Code of Procedure. The judges of these courts exercise, in principle, 

their functions with complete independence. They cannot be separated, and therefore they cannot 

be transferred, suspended, retired or having their professional status changed, except in specific 

cases and in accordance with procedures stipulated by law. In addition, the appointment, transfer 

or change of the position of these judges is made by ministerial decree based on the proposal or 

approval of the High Judicial Council (Decree Law 150, 1983). 

Civil courts are organized under the new Civil Procedure Law, the Judicial Judiciary Law and the 

Judicial Organization Law, and there are two levels of courts in addition to the court of Cassation. 

(Decree Law 90, 1983)  

Criminal Courts are organized under the new Criminal Procedure Law, are divided into two 

types. (Act 328, 2001) The Lebanese judiciary is composed of ruling judges (seated judges) and 
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public prosecution judges (standing judges). Public prosecutors in Lebanon have a major role 

during criminal proceedings, from the beginning of the preliminary phase, passing through the 

investigation and initiation of prosecution, to the trial (CCP, 2001). Nevertheless, given frequent 

reports that show that the rights of accused persons and suspects are recurrently violated during 

criminal proceedings, it looks as if prosecutors are not fulfilling their responsibility to “perform 

their duty fairly, consistently and expeditiously and respect and protect human dignity and uphold 

human rights, thus contributing to ensuring due process and the smooth functioning of the criminal 

justice system”, as set out in Principle 12 of the UN Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors (UN 

General Assembly, 1990). In this regard, reports by the media and civil society organizations 

indicate that people are being placed into police custody for long periods, followed by much longer 

periods of pre-trial detention. It has been reported that “Lebanon’s criminal justice system is 

shattered by arbitrary detention and arrest, extensive pre-trial detention period and long delays in 

trial (ICJ, 2018). Many sources also report overcrowding in Lebanese prisons, where a high 

percentage of detainees await their trials for months. In addition, the Committee against Torture 

(CAT) –the body of independent experts established by the UN Convention against Torture and 

Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, to monitor the implementation by 

States Parties of their obligations under the treaty – reported receiving information according to 

which torture and other ill-treatment in Lebanon took place “mainly during arrest and interrogation 

in certain police stations as well as in detention facilities under the responsibility of [Internal 

Security Forces (ISF)] and the military intelligence services” (ALEF , 2013). The CAT also 

reported “receiving numerous and consistent allegations of torture and ill-treatment of inmates by 

Internal Security Forces officers, either upon arrest or later, in police custody during 

interrogation”. 
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Given their role as initiators and overseers of criminal investigations, and as the authority 

responsible for the prosecution of persons charged with criminal offences, public prosecutors are 

directly concerned with these issues. In order to ensure respect for the rule of law and human rights 

in the criminal justice system in Lebanon, public prosecutors should be enabled to carry out their 

functions independently, impartially, with objectivity, and in a manner that respects and defends 

human rights. Any improper influence or interference from any source outside the Prosecutor’s 

Office and any attempts to undermine the independence and impartiality of prosecutors should be 

prohibited.  

Courts, committees and special councils: the establishment of special and exceptional courts of a 

judicial capacity alongside the ordinary courts has been encouraged by Article 84 of the Code of 

Civil Procedure in violation of the Constitution. These special courts include the urgent judiciary, 

the real estate judiciary, the customs committee, the business arbitration council, the acquisition 

committees, and other committees and courts. All these courts, bodies and committees are headed 

by a justice judge or include at least one of their members. 

3. The Lebanese State Council Bureau 

The Lebanese State Council is composed of the State Council Bureau and ten chambers. Headed 

by a President, it has currently 45 judges, including 10 chambers’ presidents and 35 counselors. 

The State Council is the council responsible for guaranteeing the appropriate administration of 

justice within the Lebanese administrative justice system. It is considered to be the correspondent 

of the ordinary judiciary’s High Judicial Council. The bureau is composed of the State Council’s 

president, who also presides over its Bureau; the government commissioner in the State Council, 

who is the vice-president; the president of the Judicial Inspection Authority, who is also a member 

of the High Judicial Council; and the presidents of the State Council’s four chambers. Their term 
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is not restricted to a certain period; rather, it lasts as long as they occupy the aforementioned 

positions. The Bureau has two specializations: the first, as state advisor, the council advises the 

cabinet on some administrative matters. The second is to decide on administrative disputes 

between the state and public law persons. It enjoys full jurisdiction (ICJ, 2018). With the exception 

of that, the system of administrative judges is the same as that of judicial judges (Mansour & 

Daoud, 2010). The State Council, which acts as the judicial council for the administrative justice 

system, plays an important role in the Lebanese judicial framework and embodies an operative 

jurisdiction where people can pursue maintaining their human rights (Mehanna, 2016). For 

example, the State Council was called upon and answered positively in a case yielding the right to 

truth of families of the missing during the civil war (United Nations, 2018). Nevertheless, the State 

Council has also been criticized and suspected of helping political influence at the cost of essential 

liberties, with certain verdicts seeming to weaken, for instance, the rights to freedom of conscience 

and freedom of expression (Checrallah & Saghieh, 2020). Additionally, on the bureaucratic 

appointments, the fact that no members of the State Council Bureau are elected does not allow for 

a typical judicial council. Besides, all the State Council Bureau members are members of the 

bureau, i.e. the process of their appointment to their corresponding bureaus within the 

organizational judiciary is predominantly significant to evaluate their independence (Frangieh, 

2014). While the president of the State Council, the representative of the government at this 

Council, and the Judicial Inspectorate’s president, are all selected by a governmental decree 

following the Justice Minister’s proposal, noting that the rest of the related judges are also 

appointed by a governmental decree upon proposal of the Minister of Justice and endorsement of 

the State Council Office. Hence, the Minister of Justice has a straight effect on the nomination of 

State Council Office’s members, mostly in the case of the highest aforementioned positions within 
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the State council (Frangieh, 2014). If the process of similar appointments is not amended, not only 

will this endure to challenge the independence of their bureaus, but also the capacity of the State 

Council Office to operate as an independent entity. The ICJ expressed its concerns about the 

substantial participation of the Minister of Justice in much of the measures and appointment 

criteria of administrative judges (ICJ, 2018). The government’s participation also weakens these 

judges’ tenure and presents uncertainty on the transparency and independence of the disciplinary 

measures. It is in addition, very important that the State Council be enhanced to become completely 

independent and that full authority and management capacity be vested in it. Moreover, and even 

though the law never references the sectarian affiliation of the members of the State Council 

Office, they have been distributed by sect according to custom - two Sunnis, two Shia, two 

Maronites, and one Orthodox (ICJ, 2018). The aforesaid sectarian contemplations reinforce the 

intrusion of politicians in the appointment of the presidents of the State Council and its chambers 

as the confessionalism of positions has become identical with quota-sharing amid sectarian leaders. 

This becomes evident, when in 2016 the political disagreement over the appointment of the council 

members that paralyzed the office by leaving most of its seats unoccupied from August 2016 to 

March 2017 (ICJ, 2018). The power struggle that arose showed that the political rulers were 

treating the sectarian partition within the Council as an assurance that it might engage 

representatives who perceive its interests when it comes to the Council’s decisions. 

4. Religious Courts 

The religious courts are also part of the judicial system. Lebanon's diverse societal composition, 

made up of a group of sectarian minorities, is recognized under the Lebanese Constitution. The 

officially recognized religious groups in Lebanon are the four Muslim sects, the Druze and the 

twelve Christian sects along with the Jewish remaining minority. In Lebanon, manifold personal 
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status laws are predominantly managed by the religious courts that have a great range of autonomy 

from the state and are subject to slight or no oversight by any of the Lebanese judicial bodies. 

These religious bodies enjoy also a large autonomy in appointing judges and supervising these 

courts (Lebanese Constitution, 1990). Nevertheless, it must be noted that numerous key issues 

need to be addressed within the judicial system when discussing the administration process of the 

Lebanese personal status laws. For instance, religious courts lack suitable oversight and 

subsequently do not comply with the Lebanese Constitution, as limited oversight over the 

decisions and proceedings of these courts is exercised. Now even though the law founds the basis 

of internal oversight apparatuses, practically, these measures are ineffective as the bodies 

responsible for oversight and disciplinary action are comprised of clerics and religious judges who 

are keen to preserve the reputation of their peers, and ultimately their group. These bodies are often 

responsible for appointing the judges they are overseeing. Additionally, the qualifications and 

skills of religious judges is of concern as with the exception of the Evangelical and Druze courts, 

the judges do not need to hold a law degree as a prerequisite, in addition to the little knowledge of 

these judges of Lebanon’s human rights obligations (HRW, 2015). 

5. Special and Extraordinary Courts  

The exceptional courts in Lebanon include the Political Court (or the Supreme Council for the 

Trial of Presidents and the ministers), the Justice Council and the Military Courts. Many argue that 

the courts that directly affect freedoms and human rights are the Judicial Council and the Military 

Courts. The jurisdiction of these courts and the procedures for trial before them constitute a 

violation of the provisions contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and all relevant 

international covenants and those contained in the Special the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights mentioned in the preamble of the Lebanese constitution (Takieddine, 2000). The 
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laws that organize these courts are, in many instances in contradiction with constitution, especially 

the principles of independence and impartiality in their issuance of judgments and the respect of 

defense rights. Many values of a fair trial are not applied to these courts which hence go against 

the values stated in the constitution (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). The military court is particularly 

and historically criticized for its lack of independence, noting that all military courts judges are 

solely appointed by the Council of Ministers and are most importantly subject to their military 

hierarchy and are therefore not considered impartial or independent judges. It is also worth 

mentioning that the United Nations Human Rights Committee, in its recommendations to the 

Lebanese authorities in April 1997, voiced worries regarding the amount of jurisdiction granted to 

military courts (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). The powers of the Lebanese military court, expanded 

in 1958, were supposed to specialize in terrorism crimes, dealing with Israel and espionage, and 

the crimes of weapons and explosives, and the prosecution of crimes against the military and 

foreign armies such as UNIFIL operating in the south of the country (Code of Military Justice, 

1958). The military courts have also jurisdiction over a range of military offences, including 

evasion of military obligations, violation of obligations and honor, violation of the military order, 

and more. However, under these military offences, Lebanese law allows the military courts 

competence to try civilians as well as members of the military and in particular circumstances, 

children, for a wide array of offences outside the scope of breaches of military discipline. Also, in 

the Lebanese military court system, the civilian judges are all appointed to serve on military courts 

by Cabinet Decree upon the recommendation of both the Ministers of Justice and of National 

Defense and with the approval of the High Judicial Council (Code of Military Justice, 1958). 

Military officers, on the other hand, are appointed as judges in military courts, solely by decision 

of the Minister of National Defense, upon the recommendation of the Supreme Military Authority, 
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which is composed of army leaders. Adding to that, under the Military Court, the convicted is not 

entitled to assume a personal claim character before the court, as his authority is limited to the 

public right case (Code of Military Justice, 1958). Subsequently, the International Commission of 

Jurists (ICJ) recommends first, restricting the personal jurisdiction of the military courts to military 

personnel. Also, the ICJ is concerned that the procedure of appointment of both the military and 

civilian judges in Lebanese military courts impinges on the independence and appearance of 

independence of judges (ICJ, 2018). The process of appointment of judges to the military courts 

is not transparent, and as noted above is not based on objective, merit-based criteria that are 

prescribed by law (ICJ, 2018). In the light of the above, there are many cases and rulings issued 

by the Military Court during the past years, some of which have sparked criticism and stances 

calling for their cancellation. In 2015, the Military Court issued a ruling convicting former Minister 

Michel Samaha for the offense of transporting explosives from Syria to Lebanon and attempting 

to commit terrorist acts (Hamzeh, 2016). Nonetheless, the verdict was distinguished by a reduced 

prison sentence, after the court cleared Samaha of the crimes of terrorism and attempted murder. 

The prison sentence was set at four and a half years imprisonment. Immediately after the verdict 

was issued and given the seriousness of the acts, a public outrage broke out, especially that the 

sentence had approached to its end according to the calculation of the period of detention (Hamzeh, 

2016). The main questions raised by this ruling were related to considerations of courtesy and the 

privileged treatment of Samaha in this court, based on political considerations (Saghieh, 2015). 

The basic defect in the ruling, hence, is the political interference in the work of the judiciary to 

satisfy certain political parties and agendas. The Military Court was used for other than its claimed 

functions, and its political influence has eventually overwhelmed its legal form.  

6. Constitutional Council 
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In Lebanon, the Constitutional Council was established according to the National Accord 

Document and the amendment of the Constitution in 1990 and was assigned to oversee the 

constitutionality of laws and to broadcast in disputes and appeals arising from the presidential and 

parliamentary elections. Reviewing the Constitutional Council regarding the constitutionality of 

laws, with each of the President of the Republic, the Speaker of Parliament, the Prime Minister, 

ten deputies, and heads of legally recognized sects, in relation exclusively to personal status, 

freedom of belief, the practice of religious rites, and religious education (Law on the Status of the 

Constiutional Council, 2000). The establishment of the Constitutional Council came as a result of 

the conviction of the necessity of introducing reforms to the political system that would help 

control its performance and lead to building the state of law and institutions that the Lebanese have 

always dreamed of. However, the circumstances in which the Constitutional Council exercised its 

duties in the past seventeen years were and are still difficult circumstances, due to sharp political 

divisions, evading controls in the practice of political work, and the persistence in interpreting the 

constitution, according to whims, impulses and narrow factional interests, which caused turmoil 

(Takieddine, 2000). The Constitutional Council does not decide on the constitutionality of laws, 

unless there are laws drawn up by the House of Deputies and their constitutionality is being 

challenged, and it does not issue decisions regarding parliamentary appeals unless there are 

parliamentary elections. Difficult circumstances and political interventions challenged the 

independency of the constitutional council which became very much influenced by the political 

scene (Takieddine, 2000). In this regard, it must be noted that the nomination of half of the 

Constitutional Council by the House of Deputies and the other half by the cabinet permits these 

two authorities to choose judges that are close to their political affiliations (Law on the Status of 

the Constiutional Council, 2000). Consequently, the Constitutional Council’s members are 
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politically biased, and its impartiality and independence are hence compromised. Two examples 

that agitated the public Lebanese opinion further demonstrate the raids on the independence of the 

Constitutional Council. In 1997, the resignation of Judge El Mallat, President of the Constitutional 

Council, triggered several reactions among Lebanese as many considered his resignation to be 

linked to the interferences and pressures that the Constitutional Council was subject to (Jreij, 

2015). Throughout a media conference, the resigning president elucidated that the judiciary is 

independent only hypothetically, and that the government has the remote longing of running the 

jurisdictive work, particularly as some judges act in a demotion mindset. In this respect, the 

struggle between the members of the political powers and the Constitutional Council involved the 

acceptability of particular electoral appeals and the failure of the Ministry of Interior and 

Municipalities to share the original minutes for the Council to complete its review, it was said that 

the minutes had been burnt by the Ministry. Furthermore, in 2003, the mandate of half of the ten 

members of the Constitutional Council ended and none of their replacements were selected. 

According to the Council’s Rules of Procedure, these five judges continued in performing their 

duties awaiting new arrangements. Two years later, and as no new appointments have taken place, 

their occupations legitimately ended, which resulted in a de facto suspension of the Constitutional 

Council’s activities. Several months later, the Lebanese President back then summoned 

nevertheless the Constitutional Council (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). This initiative was read by 

interpreters as a meddling in the institutional affairs of the judiciary and an abuse of the value of 

separation of powers. Additionally, Judge Nassar, the President of the Constitutional Council back 

then, and although he was one of the five resigned members, reinforced that move and called on a 

meeting for all the members of the council. The five remaining members rejected the meeting call 

on the basis that the President of the council’s mandate has legally ended, and he is no longer able 
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to assemble the Council. Consequently, the resigning judges finally decided to end their duties due 

to substantial pressure wielded on them (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). In 2005, Parliament agreed to 

submit all appeals before the Constitutional Council only until the Council is complete, which 

effectively halted and suspended the work of the Council. A group of deputies presented an action 

for cancelation before this Constitutional Council which successfully resulted in annulling the law 

considering it violation of the Constitution (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). Political interference in the 

activity of the Constitutional Council, up to the non-appointment of its members, has nonetheless 

led to the effective paralysis of that institution. 

7. Appointment of Judges 

In Lebanon, the High Judicial Council is accountable for managing examinations to employ new 

judges upon the request of the Minister of Justice (Decree-Law No. 150/83). The High Judicial 

Council also delegates the board of the Institute of Judicial Studies to categorize and accept 

submissions and to administer the competition process until the declaration of the results and 

grades (IJS, 2019). Initial candidates are selected based on oral interviews. These candidates must 

pass a preliminary interview with a jury that consists of the Institute of Judicial Studies board, 

and a member of the High Judicial Council (IJS, 2019).  This interview is envisioned to evaluate 

candidates’ experiences, education, and language skills. Upon passing, candidates undertake 

another interview with the High Judicial Council to deliberate legal and judicial issues. Based on 

the oral interviews, the High Judicial Council selects candidates that qualify to undergo the 

written exam. Upon passing the written exam, candidates are called for a second oral exam. With 

the agreement of the High Judicial Council, successful candidates are  

appointed to trainee judges by a cabinet decree based on the recommendation of the Minister of 

Justice (Decree-Law No. 150/83). In addition, holders of a PhD in law can be appointed to the 
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position of trainee judge by a cabinet degree based on the recommendation of the minister 

(Decree-Law No. 150/83). Trainee judges experience a three-year training at the Institute if 

Judicial Studies and at the end of the training, the Institute’s Board assesses the trainees and 

indorses the appointment of judges to the High Judicial Council which decides on the ability of 

these judges to perform and transfers successful judges to the “tenured judiciary”. This decision 

taken by the High Judicial Council is not subject to any form of revision or appeal (ICJ, 2017). 

Additionally, lawyers, employees of the judicial administration and public servants with a law a 

degree and six years of experience or more can be directly appointed to the position of a tenured 

judge by a governmental decree without the need for the three-year training (ICJ, 2017). Tenured 

judges are “attached” to the Ministry of justice until they are assigned to a court by the High 

Judicial Council through judicial formations (ICJ, 2017). This procedure permits manipulation 

and unpredictability in the appointment of judges. The two oral exams and the written exam are 

phases where the High Judicial Council and the Institute of Judicial Studies can straightly 

influence the appointment of judges which lets them pass or disregard any judge subjectively. 

Even prior to the written exam, which is comparatively objective, candidates must undergo two 

layers of subjective filters. This allows the two entities to qualify or not any candidate they do or 

do not approve, irrespective of their qualification and capability. This is particularly valid since 

the criteria for the selection of candidates that qualify to write the exam and to be appointed to 

the judiciary are not clearly defined in the law. As an alternative, the results of the interviews are 

fundamentally based on the decision of the High Judicial Council members who take into 

consideration the files of the candidates and their “security reports” (Legal Agenda, 2018). 
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International Standards for the Independence of the Judicial System  

Most universal and international human rights apparatuses safeguard the right to a fair trial by an 

impartial and independent tribunal. Although those instruments do not answer all the questions 

relating to the notion of independence of the judiciary, some important clarifications are given. 

1. Binding international instruments 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and principally in Article 10, it is stated that 

“everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial 

tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him”. 

The provisions of Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) have developed a 

constitutional status even though the UDHR is not a treaty by itself (United Nations, 1948). In this 

regard, the Lebanese Constitution as mentioned previously, explicitly mentions in its Preamble 

that Lebanon “is a founding and active member of the United Nations Organization and abides by 

its covenants and by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The State shall embody thee 

principles in all fields and areas without exception” (Lebanese Constitution, 1990). Lebanon has 

correspondingly complied to six out of the seven United Nations human rights conventions, 

including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 

Furthermore, Lebanon has ratified several other human rights treaties such as the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights ; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Discrimination against Women; International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Racial Discrimination; Convention against Torture; Convention on the Rights of the Child;  

Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 

Treatment and Punishment (Mehanna, 2016). 
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In addition to the treaties adopted in the framework of the United Nations, some regional human 

rights conventions reiterate substantially the same principles with regard to the independence of 

the judiciary, however these texts are not applicable in Lebanon. Now for how these ratified 

treaties effect the domestic Lebanese law, the joint implementation of the preamble of the 

Lebanese Constitution and Article 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which acknowledges the 

supremacy of international treaties’ provisions over those of ordinary law, international treaties 

ratified by Lebanon are thus implemented law upon publication in the Official Gazette. Courts can 

consequently apply provisions included in ratified treaties each time that the domestic legislation 

is in contradiction with those standards in order to ensure the effective implementation of the rights 

of individuals. So, precedence is taken over domestic one, though the latter remain valid until they 

are consistent with the terms of the pact in question (Democracy Reporting International, 2013). 

2. Non-binding international instruments  

Instruments stemming from United Nations bodies such as the United Nations Basic Principles on 

the independence of the judiciary are considered as non-binding international instruments since 

they deal with the independence of the judiciary, qualifications, selection and training, freedom of 

expression and association, discipline, suspension and removal, conditions of service and tenure, 

and professional secrecy and immunity (Democracy Reporting International, 2013). In addition, 

principles and guidelines deriving from non-state actors can be considered as non-binding 

international instruments. Non-state actors are usually embodied in international organizations and 

associations involved in enlisting papers to outline the guidelines and principles that would lead 

to a practical execution of the big notions of impartiality and independence. The Bangalore 

Principles on Judicial Conduct approved by the Judicial Group on Strengthening Judicial Integrity 

is a good example in this regard (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 
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Chapter two: The political willingness to interfere by different 
means 

 

As already established, there is a lack of protection for judges in the law. The laws do not clearly 

define the criteria regarding appointment and removal of judges, and this allows for discretion in 

the nominations of higher position judges and members of the High Judicial Council which are, as 

I demonstrated, influenced by political interests, also called ‘Mouhasasa’ (Legal Agenda, 2012).  

The loopholes in the laws allow for its exploitation by the High Judicial Council, the Minister of 

Justice, and the government. Additionally, the absence of safeguards for judges indicates the lack 

of political will to grant judges the protection they need in order to function independently; the 

structure of the system indicates a lack of will for judicial independence. Institutional designs, laws 

and regulations do not guarantee judicial independence in the absence of political support. While 

these variables contribute to judicial independence, they do not necessarily prevent undue 

influence from third parties (Papayannis D. , 2016). Historical analysis has shown that even when 

some managements were guaranteed legally a high degree of independence and impartiality, 

politicians have been able to avoid these guarantees and emphasize their dominant role (Iskandar, 

1996). This means that even when laws are enacted to protect administrations and grant them 

immunity, the lack of political will or support, in the sense of undermining the role of the 

administrations and their independence, can create an impediment to the independence and proper 

functioning of governmental organizations. In this part of the paper, I will argue that there is an 

absence of political will and support for the independence of the judiciary in Lebanon and that this 

contributes to the lack of independence of the judicial system. To do that, I will look at the different 

tools used by the political class in implementing their influence directly or indirectly and 

sometimes by hiding behind clientelism and confessionalism. Then, I will rely on statistics 
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conducted on a random Lebanese sample to test Lebanese people trust in their judicial system, 

where I will show that they lack confidence in it by giving several examples. Then, I will further 

elaborate on how the political will can be shaped through political parties, elections and civil 

society scenes in light of the judicial independence.  

II. Political tools threatening the Independence of the Judiciary 

While the Lebanese confessional system was originally created in order to preserve stability and 

guarantee fair representation amongst the different Lebanese society groups, it has contributed to 

instability and inefficiency in the functioning of the governmental institutions. This system of 

consociationalism has in fact weakened the political system, spread insecurities all over the 

political, economic and social levels among Lebanese citizens, it has negatively affected level of 

trust between the government and the people and the ability to develop and advance the country, 

and eventually, led to sharpening sectarian stiffnesses (Salamey, 2009). It led as well to 

inadequacy, failure and inefficiency in the governmental exercise (M.A., 2018), notably the 

appointment of unqualified applicants just for the sake of meeting sectarian quotas. This 

confessional system has obstructed the effectiveness of the judiciary as it is seen by many to be 

manipulated by confessional interests (BRD, 2012). As mentioned previously, in many instances, 

political unpredictability, mainly triggered by sectarian and confessional struggle, interrupted the 

usual sequence of examination and appointment of judges thus restraining the work of the 

judiciary. Examination rounds are not properly ordered, and more than thirty per cent of judges’ 

positions are currently vacant within the judiciary (Legal Agenda, 2018). Even though the 

Constitution has mentioned the elimination of political confessionalism as a national aim 

(Lebanese Constitution, 1990), the principle of sectarian representation is nevertheless still applied 

and well observed as most political groups hide behind their confession. Practically, the 
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distribution of high judicial positions is decided on a confessional/sectarian/political basis. 

Accordingly, the President of the Court of Cassation - President of the High Judicial Council, is a 

Christian Maronite; the Attorney General at the Court of Cassation - Vice-President of the High 

Judicial Council, is a Sunni Muslim; the Head of the Judicial Inspectorate is a Sunni Muslim; the 

President of the State Council is a Christian Maronite; the bureaus of the First Presidents of the 

Appeal Courts and the Prosecutors General are dispersed upon religious affiliation considerations. 

This stimulates all types of meddling up as religious and political leaders attempt to impose certain 

judges, considered close to them, to certain positions, which affects eventually the judiciary’s 

course of work and constitutes a flagrant abuse of the principle of separation of powers. A concrete 

example of the religious influence over the Lebanese judiciary was well illustrated by the public 

disagreement over the file of judicial transfers in 2006 prepared by the High Judicial Council. Elias 

El Murr, Minister of Defense at that time, extracted his signature of the transfers approval decree 

basing his argument on violating of the rights of the Christian Maronites, and as a response, the 

Minister of Justice has defied El Murr’s position. Finally, the High Judicial Council’s President 

had to visit the Maronite Patriarch to find a solution and discuss these developments (Mansour & 

Daoud, 2010). This Lebanese phenomenon is even graver knowing that political and community 

deliberations are thoroughly connected. While it does not essentially mean that judges are 

prejudiced against persons from other religious belongings, this condition affects negatively the 

judiciary as an institution.  

On another note, battles that are ancient and far-off from being fixed are continuously raging 

between the media and the judiciary in Lebanon (Takieddine, 2000). Nowadays, the media usually 

promotes queries about the judiciary as a consequence of a number of rulings considered in 

contradiction of due process. Consequently, the media has repeatedly criticized judges and the 
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judiciary based on specific rulings and decisions. On numerous occurrences, the office of the 

Public Prosecution replied by impeaching those who launched such campaigns, based on 

undermining the judiciary reputation. This battle between the judiciary and the media attained its 

peak in 1998 with a draft law presented by the Minister of Justice on “Crimes that undermine the 

authority of the judiciary and acts and decisions issued by it”, however it was later abolished. In 

2008, a television show on local media outlet presented public accusations on corrupted judges 

(Eid, 2008); the High Judicial Council assembled judges to condemn this attack on the Judiciary 

and asked judges to go on a one-day strike. Judges personally accused, sued the authors of those 

accusations for defamation (Al Safir, 2008). In this regard, the Lebanese media can be a vital 

player in achieving justice; hence, it is being considered as ‘the fourth authority’. The conventional 

relationship between the judiciary and the media is never sound in the country, since the latter 

often attacks the other whenever the Legal action threatens the hegemony of the political ruling 

class; thus, amalgamation between the judiciary and the media is important in promoting effective 

accountability tools (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). The media, and particularly investigative 

journalism sometimes reveal serious miscarriages of the judicial system, however it is often 

perceived by the judiciary as violations of the secrecy of the investigation, particularly that lately 

the media tends to report less frequently on public trials as they favor contacting judges or lawyers 

directly. (Mansour & Daoud, 2010) 

A final note on the media influence on the judiciary. Given that most media outlets in Lebanon are 

affiliated to a certain political group and so are certain judges, as explained in previous sections, 

journalists and TV stations lean towards using their platforms to endorse and polish the image of 

the judges close to their political line aiming consequently at promoting their political agendas.  
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The implementation of verdicts rendered by courts in Lebanon commonly encounters 

impediments. This is a challenge that principally hinders the fate of the State Council’s decisions 

that are regularly not enforced, noting that in principle the administration is required to enforce the 

judgments dictated by the administrative courts (Decision 4 , 1962). In 2003, the House of Deputies 

recommended to the Cabinet to respect all judicial pronouncements and apply them without 

suspension. Yet, this recommendation has been overlooked till date (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). It 

must be highlighted that by comparison the European Court of Human Rights’ jurisprudence 

associates the fair and effective implementation of judicial rulings to the principle of the right to a 

just and impartial trial within a rational time and to the right of access to the judiciary (Hornsby v. 

Greece, 1997). On the other hand, the Lebanese law allows, the incapacitated party to submit a 

claim for compensations before the State Council for non-implementation of judgements (Decision 

128, 2003). 

It has been often reported that Lebanese judges experience difficulties accessing judicial and legal 

information needed to issue verdicts that are in harmony with the law, on cases before them, 

remarkably because of the lack of a corresponding digital system in the courts and records offices 

which would make it accessible without difficulty (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). Furthermore, most 

administrations do not have digitized records that would facilitate retrieval of information. To 

further elaborate on this idea, an illustration of this problem experienced by the Human Rights 

Watch is presented in this paragraph. In 2019, Human Rights Watch reported that when the 

organization demanded statistics about criminal offense investigations and prosecutions from 

different judicial bodies, the acting cassation prosecutor replied that his office could not deliver 

the requested statistics, as their archives are not digitized. Moreover, the President of the Higher 

Judicial Council told Human Rights Watch that he would not be able to deliver the number of 
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offences cases in the criminal courts, as “Lebanese courts do not rely on automation … thus the 

courts do not currently have the capacity to prepare such statistics.” Subsequently, the international 

organization, urged Lebanon to establish the National Anti-Corruption Committee to fulfill 

essential guidance to governmental administrations on the law’s requirements and to hold 

accountable entities that do not conform (Azakir, 2017). The Lebanese people should enjoy a broad 

and easy access to legal and judicial information. The principle of transparency should therefore 

be encouraged with instant measures executed, starting with the formation of the National Anti-

Corruption Commission on 21 April 2020 with the necessary resources and prerogatives to be 

effectively operational (El Hayek & Sleiman, 2020). The government should also agree on 

resolutions to reinforce the role of oversight and judicial entities to safeguard public scrutiny, 

integrity and accountability. This should be implemented simultaneously with the adoption of a 

new legislation on the independence of the judiciary and essential reforms, or at least application 

of the endorsed public procurement framework, in proportion to the recommendations of the 

International Support Group for Lebanon and the International Monetary Fund (Cedre Conference, 

2018). 

Furthermore, on the social environment’s influence on judges, it is obvious that judges must not 

be, or seem to be, susceptible to economic, religious or political influences that may harm their 

neutrality, impartiality and independence. It must be noted that legal writings provide, for example, 

a clear restriction against acquiring political offices with the intention of proving that justice is 

managed by a group of independent judges’ demonstrative of the population in all its variety and 

diversity, however, practically, judges do not hesitate to demonstrate their religious, regional, 

political membership or even by taking parts in political events or public debates. Such actions 

elevate doubts among the public opinion about the objectivity of these judges. Obviously, judges 
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are not asked to be detached from the society to which they belong and serve, nevertheless many 

activists request the annulment of possible conflicts of interests inconsistent with the independence 

and impartiality of judges (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). In this respect, Mohamed Mazeh, the judge 

of urgent matters in the Lebanese city of Tyre, issued a decision on June 2020, to “prevent any 

Lebanese or foreign media outlet operating on Lebanese territory, whether visual, audio, written 

or electronic, from conducting any interview with the American ambassador, Dorothy Shea, or 

conducting any conversation with her for a year,” after the aforementioned ambassador made a 

statement in which she confirmed that the Lebanese state is “under the control of Hezbollah,” 

which prevents an economic solution, and that Hassan Nasrallah, the party’s Secretary-General, 

“threatens the stability of Lebanon” (BBC, 2020). The decision sparked a campaign of 

condemnation at the political and media levels, considering that the judge violated the Vienna 

Convention that defines the relationship between host countries and diplomatic missions, that is 

not entitled to issue any decision against the ambassador of another country, and any action against 

the media must be issued by the Court of Publications (Independent Arabia, 2020). Furthermore, 

many described the ruling as partisan, as the judge is known to be affiliated to Hezbollah. Judge 

Mazeh later resigned and was referred to questioning by the Judicial Commission of Inquiry 

(Independent Arabia, 2020). This case demonstrates explicitly the influence of the social 

environment in its political and religious aspects on the performance of its officials, employees 

and unfortunately judges.  

Moving to the accountability of politicians, the legislative oversight over the executive branch is 

one of the most important tools of applying accountability of the executive. The Lebanese 

legislative branch in Lebanon, as several means to accomplish its oversight roles including vote of 

non-confidence, impeachment of the Prime Minister or ministers, and revision of the national 
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budget, and formation of potential ad hoc Committee to investigate specific issues. Nevertheless, 

sectarian political tensions and the predominant notion of party discipline in Lebanon, where 

parliamentary members of most of political parties are mobilized to vote in support of policies 

agreed to by the party leadership or the coalition of parties, .act as an impediment to the 

legislative’s operative functioning particularly bearing in mind, that since Doha Agreement in 

2008, members of the parliament and the executive branch both belong to the political parties in 

control (Salamey, 2009). Moreover, the concept of separation of powers is always at stake in the 

country, as clientelism and services’ favoritism are dominating the functioning of the two 

executive and legislative branches (Iskandar, 1996). In addition, deputies do not have the ability 

or the knowhow to achieve their role to oversight and to exercise checks and balances. There have 

been exertions to reinforce the capacity of the parliament, nevertheless, once more, political 

manipulations and tensions have prohibited most of these attempts (Salamey, 2009). At the 

electoral level, as demonstrated before, Lebanon suffers from democratic shortage as the election 

process is not considered very democratic and is far from representative of the will of the public. 

During all the elections Lebanon witnessed after the end of the civil war, independent assemblies 

and ‘reformists’ have hardly been able to influence electoral stages or win elections (Deets, 2018).  

Politicians usually tend to bypass rules and guidelines that conflict with their interests and misuse 

their powers to interfere in the outcome of the elections (MacQueen, 2016).  Besides, MPs are not 

legally subject to the jurisdiction of the central control agencies, such as the Civil Service Council 

– the Central Inspection Council – the General Disciplinary Council – the Court of Accounts, or 

other disciplinary agencies and enjoy parliamentary immunity. Presidents, PMs, and ministers are 

protected by their immunity; the consent of the Supreme Council is required as a condition for 

their prosecution (Macaron, 2019). The Supreme Council was created to try presidents and 
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ministers for their crimes but is inactive and has only took on two cases since 1992 (Macaron, 

2019). Lebanon is member of the UN Convention Against Corruption which covers numerous 

forms of corruption together with the concept of abusing power to influence decision-making, and 

abuse of functions (UN 2003, Art 18-19) but with the absence of political will, this has not been 

utterly considered. Hence, there are no genuine mechanisms to hold Lebanese politicians 

accountable, and in the absence of proper political accountability exercised through elections, 

elites have no deterrent from interfering in the judiciary 

III. Testing Lebanese People Trust in their Judicial System 

This survey was conducted using google sheets and included the following sections: a) Gender; b) 

Age; c) Profession; d) Familiarity with the Lebanese Judicial System?; e) Opinion on the level of 

the independence of the Lebanese Judicial System?; f) Main obstacles threatening the 

independence of the Judiciary in Lebanon; g) Examples of a cases where the Judicial decision was 

influenced by external factors. Remote data collection through online sheets started on 1 March 

2021 and the findings presented were obtained from data collected between March and April 2021. 

The survey was limited both in terms of number of respondents and scope and targeted Lebanese 

nationals only, above 18 of age and from different backgrounds and professions and reached 53 

respondents. It must be noted that the survey found that 100% of the interviewed believe that the 

Lebanese Judicial System lacks independence. As for the main obstacles threatening its 

independence, politics comes as the respondents first choice, then religion and corruption as shown 

in the below chart. 
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Regarding the examples given of cases where in their opinion the Judicial decision was influenced 

by external factors, the responses varied from the on-going Beirut port explosions investigation, 

to the case of Amer Fakhoury, closure of MTV Lebanon by a court decision, the case of Ziad Itani, 

civil marriage, and the allegation of terrorism against Tripoli protesters in 2021. Thereby, below 

we are going to further elaborate on one of these examples: the Amer Al-Fakhoury case.  

The case of Amer Al-Fakhoury 

The return of Amer Al-Fakhoury from the United States, where he had lived for many years, 

through Beirut airport in September 2019, sparked widespread anger in Lebanon, amid accusations 

that he had practiced torture inside a former prison in the town of Khiam when Israel was 

occupying the south of the country (France 24, 2020). In 2020, the Military Court decided to 

release the former leader of an armed militia who was working with the Israeli army during its 

occupation of southern Lebanon between 1980s and 1990s. The court decided to stop the 

investigations of Al-Fakhoury, who also holds US citizenship, for the crime of torturing prisoners 

in Khiam detention camp and causing the death of two of them. The court considered that the 

crimes attributed to him fell with the passage of the decimal time and decided to release him 

immediately (France 24, 2020). Commenting on the military court’s decision, Hezbollah issued a 

statement denouncing American pressure and threats in forcing Lebanon to release Al-Fakhoury, 
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describing the decision as “wrong” and “sinister” and calling for regret, anger and condemnation 

(France 24, 2020). The party called on the Lebanese judiciary to make up for what has been missed 

for the sake of its reputation and integrity, which are at the test of dignity and honor. Following 

that, the head of the Military Court in Lebanon, Brigadier General Hussein Abdullah, resigned in 

protest against the campaign of criticism that affected him following his decision to release the Al-

Fakhoury (Independent Arabia, 2020). Hence, Al-Fakhoury’s case brought back to the fore the 

discussions over the necessity of the extraordinary courts, especially the military court that 

deviated from its role and emerged into trying civilians. Senior jurists believe that the military 

court was given wide powers that go beyond its role and capabilities, as that crimes against state 

security, terrorism files and dealing with the enemy and foreign countries have been entrusted to 

it; and in some cases, it has been discharged in the trial of journalists and media professionals, if 

it believes that their articles or opinions affect the military or the security (Farhat, 2020). 

To conclude the survey section, Lebanese citizens have proved that they do not trust their judicial 

system and consequently, they tend to evade taking legal action or resort to courts. This has 

worryingly barred legal resolving of disagreements and safeguard of citizens’ rights. Many 

Lebanese seem to have accepted the absence of a fair judicial system to defend their rights due to 

all the external influences from sects, media, corruption, bureaucracy and political interference. In 

this sense, the generalization of the “no confidence in the Lebanese judiciary” notion is dangerous 

and may lead to further dominance by the political authority. However, the Lebanese judiciary 

needs to fortify its status by eliminating all threats towards its independence such as adopting a 

proper legislation on the independence of the judiciary and abolishing or limiting the scope of the 

extraordinary courts, such as the military court, that do not provide the defendants with conditions 

for a fair trial, and are  open to political interference. 
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IV. Consequences of the Independence of the Judiciary on the Political Scene  

There are more than 170 political parties in Lebanon that accompanied the beginning of the 

national independence phase, and then the outbreak of the civil war in 1975, the Syrian occupation, 

the aftermath of the assassination of PM Rafic Hariri, all through this day (Hamd, 2012). Many of 

these parties remained directly or implicitly related to a sectarian, feudal base; the criteria that 

classify the Lebanese parties vary, but sectarianism remains the basic feature in the formation of 

most of them, which made the country's parties isolated islands, the society divided, and the state 

fragile (Salamey, 2009). Nevertheless, if the Lebanese judiciary becomes fully independent, 

clientelism will automatically be reduced and corruption either in the form of financial bribery or 

political influence will also be limited. Independence indicates indeed that judges’ appointments, 

positions and transitions do not depend on pleasing the power elite, as it will not get a say in their 

appointment, whether directly or indirectly. Clientelism joined with the interference of the political 

leaders in the appointment of judges, frequently leads to nepotism and to adequate employment of 

judges, thus giving politicians privileges in the administrative and judicial schemes. It also puts 

judges under lots of burden and leads to judicial capitulation (Saghieh, 2018).  

The influence of political leaders on decisions that can mark the occupations and professional life 

of judges can distress the performance of judges when they perceive that their career’s 

advancement is connected to their relations with political parties and elites. Consequently, clear 

separation of powers will prevent politicians from challenging their political adversaries by using 

the power and influence they have over judicial courts, particularly criminal and civil courts as a 

way of putting aside potential electoral challengers. This legal progression can thus promote and 

encourage competitiveness of democratic politics. The enhancements of such rules are vital, 

nevertheless, formal rules alone do not assure that appointment decisions are taken objectively, 

and without political interventions and objective criteria. The application of formal rules and the 
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work of institutions responsible for appointment decisions in practice are of critical importance. 

The independence of the judiciary has a direct impact on the transparent process of elections in 

Lebanon.  

A more tangible illustration in this regard is demonstrated thoroughly in the mandate of the 

Constitutional Council. According to Article 19 of the Lebanese Constitution, the objective of the 

Constitutional Council is “to review the constitutionality of laws and to adjudicate on challenges 

to the results of presidential and parliamentary elections” (Conseil Constitutionnel Liban, N/A). 

After the parliamentary election of 2009, all electoral violations, contestations and infringements, 

were sent to the Constitutional Council. No more than one newspaper was penalized for use of 

obscene language and no consequences were forced on any of the electoral candidates who had 

failed to present their audited reports or on any of the runners who had miscalculated their balance 

sheets; no candidate had even conveyed any “overspending” outside the assigned budget  

(Ekmekji, 2012). Additionally after the 2018 Parliamentary elections, thirteen individual runners 

and four electoral lists submitted condemnations to the Constitutional Council (European Union 

Election Observation Mission to the Republic of Lebanon, 2018). The Council’s inquiries and 

discussions exceeded even the extended period dictated by the law, and eventually, nine months 

later, concluded with a statement that endorsed all the electoral results apart from one. The Council, 

thereby, cancelled the election of MP Dima Jamali in reply to a complaint submitted by another 

candidate from the same sect and district (SkyNews, 2019).  

These two incidents, among many, prompted criticism particularly from the “civil society” who 

presented some outsiders in the 2018 elections. Due to political pressures and interference with 

the Constitutional Council, its President and members were asked to close all channels that may 

influence their ruling directly or indirectly and carry out their tasks solely in the name of the 
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Lebanese people. In this respect, and while ensuring Judicial independence, the Constitutional 

Council’s decisions, would no longer be subject to much criticism or suspicion from citizens and 

civil society organizations, nor be a fertile ground for political rivalries, since its impartiality would 

be guaranteed to a certain extent. Therefore, this would lead to transparent elections which would 

de facto limit illegal trespassing in the electoral process, as candidates and voters would be liable 

to judicial consequences. Largely, the independence of the judiciary will contribute to the 

protection of the concept of separation of powers, which will empower the checks and balances 

between the different authorities and particularly the legislative and executive. It must be noted 

that political corruption is considered one of the most dangerous phenomena that can impede 

political and human development, and prevent the achievement of democracy, the protection of 

rights and freedoms, and the achievement of the rule of law. The misuse of the Lebanese authority 

entrusted in the rulers and political forces active in Lebanon is considered political corruption. 

Whether it takes the forms of favoritism, bribery, extortion, manipulation, or fraud and nepotism 

or any other suspicious practices with the aim of serving personal interest and unlawful goals, it is 

corruption. And this corruption has affected the Lebanese judicial body. By achieving a strong 

constitutional basis and a sequence of legislative reforms for the independence of the judiciary, 

political corruption can accordingly be constrained at the level of justice and de facto influence 

reform implementation on all institutional and administrative levels. 
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Chapter three: The attempts towards an independent judiciary in 
Lebanon, and why they failed 

 

V. Attempts Towards an Independent Judiciary 

In this section we will further discuss all previous attempts toward achieving an independent 

Judiciary in Lebanon, to prove that without political will, these legal attempts can remain 

inapplicable. These attempts may have taken many forms. Some of them are draft laws presented 

by members of the parliament (MPs), other attempts are based more on advocacy by some 

independent stakeholders lobbying for this particular topic or civil right. 

Draft and Proposed Laws 

The Lebanese legislative efforts have been somehow halted during the civil war that took place 

between 1975 and 1990; hence, several drafts and project laws saw the light following the end of 

the war, particularly on the judiciary independence and broadly on the role of the judiciary. The 

most prominent of these aforementioned proposed laws are namely the project law of 1996 

submitted by MP Issam Naaman; detailed draft law of 1997 presented by MPs Hussein El Husseini 

and Boutros Harb which is considered as the first real legislative effort in the judicial independence 

direction. However, this draft law remains on the shelves of parliamentary committees for further 

studying. The project drafted by Joseph Chaoul the former State Council President and Minister 

of Justice, was as well deliberated by the relevant parliamentary committee. The draft of Marcel 

Sioufi the former Bar of Beirut President. Most of these afore-stated reform drafts or project of 

laws lay the basis for the independence of the Lebanese judiciary with enhanced safeguards 

(Khalifeh, 2017). The need to apply reforms on the High Judicial Council is a common component 

among all these laws, particularly by providing the council with an advanced role in supervising 

justice matters, together with administrative and financial affairs, and wide-ranging influences vis-
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à-vis retirements, transfers, sanctions, promotions, appointments, dismissals and remunerations of 

judges.  

The complete independence of the judiciary is nevertheless not preserved since those drafts 

maintain the prerogative of the demotion of the Public Prosecution Office in the hands of the 

Minister of Justice and lacks actual monetary and preserves, the presence of exceptional courts -

Justice Council and military courts- and religious courts that are not administered by the High 

Judicial Council (Mehanna, 2016). On another side, improvements projected by the Ministry of 

Justice fundamentally concentrate on technical characteristics with limited scope, such as the 

allowances, salaries and legal fees, and do not have a tangible influence on the independence of 

the judiciary. Some anticipated projects even deteriorate the condition, just like the one that aims 

at substituting the collegial structure of first instance courts by single judges (Mehanna, 2016). 

This restructuring, planned to speed up the processing of cases, has elevated anxieties with respect 

to the case of independence as single judges are considered less capable than collegial courts to 

survive external influences and pressures (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 

It must be recalled that there is more than one formula for the judiciary independence law. It was 

said that the reactivation of this proposal came after it became clear that the "veto" that was based 

on this file was one of the symbols of the Syrian occupation of Lebanon at the time of its 

submission, and ended its effect with the October 17 protests (Noureddine & Roccatello, 2020). 

When the October 17 protests imposed a set of headlines and files on the legislative agenda of the 

House of Deputies, especially combating corruption, recovering wasted and looted funds, illicit 

enrichment, lifting bank secrecy, and so on, it was necessary to put the issue of the independence 

of the judiciary back on track. In this regard, and during the past years, the Legal Agenda - a Beirut-

based nonprofit research and advocacy organization - worked on the completion of a law proposal 
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on the independence and transparency of the judiciary, with the aim of developing its mechanisms 

for the bodies regulating it (Legal Agenda, 2018).  

The proposal included several provisions to strengthen the independence of the three judicial 

institutions- the Supreme Judicial Council, the Judicial Inspection Authority, and the Institute for 

Judicial Studies. It also includes provisions guaranteeing the transparency of these institutions, in 

addition to strengthening the independence of the institutions that regulate the judiciary. The 

proposed text allocates judges with guarantees and rights inherent to their persons, with the aim of 

enabling them to confront interference from outside the judiciary as well as from within. Among 

the most prominent of these is the adoption of mechanisms for appointing judges with guarantees 

that they will be based on competence without discrimination, the consecration of the principle of 

not transferring a judge except with his consent and the principle of equality between judges 

(prohibiting discriminatory practices such as delegating to work in departments and appointing to 

committees with a remuneration fee) and enabling them to participate in managing the affairs of 

his court by establishing general assemblies for the courts, recognizing the freedoms of expression 

and assembly, submitting collective requests, and enabling the judge to challenge any individual 

decision related to his/her career. Among these guarantees is the creation of a file for each judge 

that provides objective data on his performance and the extent of his personal development, while 

giving him the full right of access and rectification. It also includes ensuring that the evaluation 

and accounting work is done with guarantees that prevent abuse in their use. The proposal included 

several directions in the field of strengthening, preserving, and proper distribution of judicial 

capacity. Among the most prominent of them is the imposition of organizing an annual competition 

to enter the Institute of Judicial Studies, in the hope of reaching the filling of the vacancy in the 

staff of the judiciary, within a reasonable period. Opening the possibility of benefiting from long-
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term experiences among lawyers and university professors within several controls, notably the 

organization of continuous training courses for judges and judicial assistants. The requirement for 

judges to be authorized to perform any other professional work or to assign them to any other 

judicial or non-judicial position by obtaining a positive evaluation of their performance, in order 

to prevent wasting judicial potentials, and to enshrine the principle of balanced development in the 

distribution of judges among the various regions. With regard to enhancing the performance of 

judges and accountability mechanisms, the proposal advocated mechanisms for evaluating judges. 

It also strengthened the role of the Judicial Supervision (Inspection Authority) in receiving and 

handling complaints, especially by establishing an office to receive and assist citizens, and the 

development of texts to ensure transparency. Among the most prominent provisions in this field 

are specifying disciplinary errors in detail and specifying disciplinary penalties commensurate with 

the seriousness of the committed violations. This proposal law was presented and signed on 

September 2018 by nine deputies from different parliamentary blocs. Namely, Paula Yacoubian, 

Fouad Makhzoumi, Yassin Jaber, Michel Musa, Ali Darwish, Osama Saad, Shamil Roukoz, 

George Okais and Najeeb Mikati (NNA, 2018). However, this proposition of law was never 

asopted by the parliament and is still stuck with the Administration and Justice Committee for 

further revision. It is worth noting here that the aforementioned proposal on the independence of 

the judiciary aimed at liberating and restoring civil and criminal courts and public prosecutions 

from the yoke of the ruling authority and its control over appointments, formations and 

accountability mechanisms, in a manner that guarantees equality between people before the 

judiciary and the law. In February 2021, the Legal Agenda presented an additional proposed law 

as well on the independence and transparency of the administrative judiciary, presented by MP 

Oussama Saad (Legal Agenda, 2021). However, the main difference between the two proposition 
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of laws is that the previous proposal on the judicial independence aimed at liberating and restoring 

civil and criminal courts and public prosecutions from the authority of the ruling political class 

and its control over appointments, formations and accountability mechanisms, in a manner that 

guarantees equality between people before the judiciary and the law. As for the current proposal, 

it aims at liberating and restoring the administrative judiciary, that is, the courts dealing with 

disputes between individuals on the one hand and the state, municipalities and public institutions 

on the other hand. From this angle, it is the judiciary that guarantees, in the event of its 

independence and prevention, the limitation of the abuse of power and the nullification of all acts 

contrary to the law, and consequently the submission of public administrations with all its branches 

to the rule of law. This leads as presumed by the Legal Agenda, to combating corruption, ensuring 

legitimacy, and with-it public interests, constitutional and legal rights and freedoms, and warding 

off any attempt to exploit the state and its resources. It is feared that the fate of these proposed 

laws will be the same as the fate of previous proposals ... buried in drawers (Kuluna Irada, 2021). 

Clearly, there is an abundance of recommendations to promote judicial independence from the 

legislative side, yet, it does not seem to be any real political intentions to implement any strategies 

or regulations compliant with recommendations.  

The Lawyers Bar Association’s role in the Independence of the Judiciary 

Throughout their skilled organizations, lawyers have contributed to initiatives to reform the 

judicial sector, even by presenting restructuring schemes for the Lebanese judicial courts and 

supporting, whenever required, claims put forward by judges. Lawyers did not hesitate to react 

publicly, by means of strikes, whenever judicial independence was vulnerable, as illustrated by the 

following examples. In a significant stance, the Beirut Bar back in 1951, stood against and asked 

to annul the law on powers and privileges of religious courts approved by the government 
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(Chalhoub, 2004). In 1958, the Bar association protested against a draft law presented by the 

government to remove the immunity of judges which led eventually to the withdrawal of this draft 

(Chalhoub, 2004). During 2003, 2005 and 2006, the Beirut Bar issued several strong statements 

condemning generally the lack of judicial independence, notably the influence of the ruling 

political elites on judicial verdicts; by emphasizing the necessity to assign the members of the 

Constitutional Council. In the course of these statements, lawyers were advised to boycott judicial 

hearings to object the governmental postponements in appointing members of the High Judicial 

Council back in 2006 (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 

In 2008, Judge Ralph Riachi’s resignation from his position at the High Judicial Council objecting 

the postponements in judicial nominations, transfers and appointments triggered reactions of the 

Tripoli and Beirut Lawyers’ Bars who emblematically adjourned their activities for a while. Even 

while the conflict diminished with the appointment of the Presidents of the High Judicial Council 

in and of the State Council in 2008, the dissatisfaction triggered by the absenteeism of nomination 

of the President of the Judicial Inspectorate remained. In view of the essential legislative work to 

efficiently reinforce the Lebanese judiciary, the Beirut Bar has founded a committee to prepare 

legislative reforms in this regard. Nevertheless, the security and political settings of the past years 

in the region and Lebanon have prohibited the realization of this plan (Mansour & Daoud, 2010). 

In 2020, following the devastating Beirut port explosions, the Beirut Bar Association revealed by 

a statement that Judicial Council investigator Fadi Sawan did not observe several memos that it 

acquiesced calling for the investigation to be extended and for ministers and other suspects 

formerly interrogated as mere witnesses on the base that they enjoy legitimate and constitutional 

immunity to be questioned as suspects (Noureddine & Roccatello, 2020). The Bar Association 

announced that, “All the studies that the bar conducted based on doctrine and jurisprudence 
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indicate unambiguously that the fair judiciary has the jurisdiction to prosecute ministers, heads of 

governments, and other public persons implicated in crimes.” The investigator persisted in limiting 

his inquiries to carelessness, thus excluding any other theories without any examination (Graham 

& Hodges, 2021). Henceforth, the Bar Association appeared to be sounding the alarm that several 

suspects are being immunized and spared from any charges or even investigation, along with many 

theories.  

International Efforts on Supporting Reforms of the Judiciary 

Many international organizations, embassies and other foreign initiatives have concentrated their 

efforts to support the Lebanese Justice in its endeavors for upgrading and to upsurge the credibility, 

efficiency, capacity and transparency of the judiciary system by providing support at many 

different levels such as access to justice, training and automation. 

The European Union (EU) for instance has thus far reinforced the Lebanese judiciary in extents 

that can help as entry points for wider justice improvements. For example, concerning trainings to 

judiciary, the EU sponsored projects achieving exceptional outcomes by creating trainings for 

court clerks, bailiffs, judges, recorders, and other staff and strengthening the capabilities of the 

Beirut Bar Association and the Judicial Studies Institute (JSI). Apropos courts’ automation, the 

EU supported and worked on enhancing transparency by funding a project entitled “Modernisation 

of the Lebanese Justice” concentrating on the complete automation of the Beirut Court (EEAS, 

2020). Additional efforts were maintained to promote access to justice, such as a project 

maintained by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), supporting the judicial 

system by strengthening the Lebanese security sector and capacity to impose the rule of law 

predominantly in criminal investigations and the fight against crime (Layoun, 2015). The UNDP 

has also established a division within the Ministry of Justice to enhance access to justice for the 
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people, work on the accessibility of judges to legal documentation, and to support the Ministry in 

achieving a more human-rights oriented institution of justice (Layoun, 2015).  Moreover, Italy has 

sponsored the ‘International Development Law Organization’ to organize a workshop project 

aiming at refining case flow management and other particular exercises in precise sectors such as 

cybercrime (EU, 2015). United States Agency for International Development has been active in 

strengthening the independence of the Judiciary in Lebanon by focusing its work on judicial 

infrastructure (National Center for State Courts, 2010).  

The Lebanese government welcomed all these efforts. However, loopholes, lack of capacities, 

resources and willingness within the ruling class, stood as obstacles in the face of the success of 

these international initiatives. For example, when it comes to automation, after having supported 

the Ministry of Justice with the complete design for the computerization and application of a first 

practical experimental project in the Beirut Courts, the Lebanese authorities failed to acquire more 

ownership and financial responsibility, resulting hence in the suspension of work (EU, 2015). 

VI. Recommendations 

It must be reiterated that the independence and impartiality of the Judicial branch in Lebanon can 

solely be accomplished through fundamental legislative changes and constitutional reforms, along 

with the political will to guarantee that such assurances are then carried out and respected. 

According to the 2004 Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Network (EMHRN) (EMHRN, 2004) 

the independence of the judiciary from the religious, political and all other influences mentioned 

previously, must be clearly stated and recognized in the Constitution. In addition, on the level of 

judges’ some guarantees must be offered to them to fortify the independence stance of the 

judiciary. Judges are to be recruited on competitive and competence examination basis, while 

getting their career advancement managed by an independent entity from persons inside and 
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outside the judicial system. They should be protected from any intervention from the executive or 

legislative branches; and to avoid being susceptible to bribes or threats, they need to be well 

compensated by the state, while having security of tenure. 

As mentioned in previous parts of this study, Lebanon has already ratified and endorsed the 

principal conventions on human rights. Consequently, the Lebanese authorities are encouraged to 

follow their work in this field and ratify the treaties that have not yet been endorsed such as the 

Optional Protocols to the International Covenant, and then entirely integrate these conventions into 

the Lebanese domestic legislation, while amending the Lebanese Constitution in a way that 

complies with the previously stated international standards on the independence of the judiciary. 

To that end, the Constitution must explicitly recognize and indicate the judicial branch’s 

independence regarding the religious denominations and political influence, along with all other 

influences.  

The Constitution must as well include a clear provision on the founding and formation of the High 

Judicial Council while providing this council complete independence from the control of the 

legislative and executive over the financial and administrative matters of the judiciary. 

Additionally, uphold direct, transparent and fair elections by the judges themselves to half or more 

of the Council’s members. A fundamental amendment to the Constitution would be adding 

competence and specialization as the sole criteria for judicial appointments. All these 

constitutional amendments should go together with a number of legislative reforms aiming at 

achieving these principles in practice, such as revising the composition and powers of the High 

Judicial Council by firming up its autonomy on the administrative and budgetary levels and by 

safeguarding its full independence from any meddling of other powers.  
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An additional legislative recommendation would be to place all courts, except the administrative 

ones under the supervision and control of the Hight Judicial Council, thereby abolishing all special 

/ extraordinary courts and allocating their powers and mandate to ordinary courts under the 

direction of the High Council of the Judiciary. To that end, as previously argued, and until the 

abolishment of the special courts, particularly military court, the jurisdiction of this court must be 

limited in order not to try civilians under any conditions. Over and above, Lebanese public 

authorities must adopt a multi-stakeholder approach when drafting any legislation related to 

justice, including Bar associations, scholars, experts etc. Additionally, the principle of 

independence is closely related to the judge's personality, and impartiality. If independence means 

that the judge or the judicial institution is not subject to any external pressure from an authority or 

other judicial institution or another individual, then impartiality is an internal source and is related 

to the judge’s mentality, opinions, prejudices and personal ideas towards the case or parties. In this 

regard, the problem of sectarian regimes must be raised again, especially in light of the sharp 

sectarian division and the distribution of judicial positions on a sectarian basis in the judiciary. In 

these cases, the judicial authorities are required to exercise the maximum amount of oversight, to 

prevent the judge's sectarian affiliation from becoming a legitimate cause of suspicion of his 

impartiality. This impartiality is linked, of course, to the judge’s obligation to step down when he 

finds that he will not be able to achieve justice impartially or that there are sufficient reasons to 

question his impartiality (ICJ, 2017). To that end, a good example on the impartiality and 

willingness of judges to remain impermeable to political interference, is the case of judge Giovanni 

Falcone who regardless of all political pressure influenced by the Mafia’s control, has prosecuted 

hundreds of the Mafia’s members. Known as the Maxi Trial. He further prevented the Supreme 

Court, also very much influenced by the Sicilian mafia, from reviewing the sentence of the Maxi 
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Trial, and most of the convictions were upheld by the Italian Court of Cassation in January 1992. 

The mafia responded with a series of murders and bombings that shook the country and 

subsequently killed judge Falcone by a massive car bomb on May 23, 1992 (Fijnaut, 2012). This 

case demonstrates the symbol of resistance to political influence by judges. 

As mentioned in earlier sections, the civil society in Lebanon always had a prominent role in 

promoting and advocating for the independence of the judiciary. Even though it is clear that 

without a political will, achieving reforms in Lebanon is always a challenge, civil society 

organizations are further encouraged to cooperate and harmonize their positions according to the 

international standards regarding judicial independence and decide on mutual goals and objectives. 

The bar association, on the other hand, has to further employ the knowledge and expertise of its 

lawyers by drafting reports – studies - observations, to strengthen the supervisory role of the 

association. To this end, lawyers and local organizations will need to join efforts on a shared action 

program to accomplish significant judicial reform. Together with a lobbying strategy targeting 

members of the parliament, executive actors and foreign institutions, such as the EU, USAID, UN 

agencies, and embassies. In addition to raising awareness among the public opinion on the 

impartiality of the judiciary and its independence by promoting them as indispensable gears for 

the fortification of the freedoms and rights.  

VII. Conclusion 

There are clearly plenty of academic and non-academic researches on judicial independence in 

different contexts. Nonetheless, the issue of political will and its central role in supporting the 

independence of the judiciary remains somehow neglected. As briefly mentioned in my literature 

review, some researches have deducted that the judiciary is on a lesser amount expected to be 

distant from political intrusion when there is political opposition to courts, which is when 
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independence and impartiality are mostly tested (Rosenberg, 1992). Most studies tackling the 

judicial independence issue, have been analyzing the contexts and conditions that usually lead to 

the support of political leaders to the judiciary (Hilbink, 2012). However, the larger number of 

these clarifications are not valid to the Lebanese setting. The utmost pertinent description discovers 

that political rivalry in “highly democratic countries” reinforces judicial independence owing that 

to the significance of the public judgement and opinion in those nations (Aydin, 2013), whereas in 

countries that do not enjoy the same level of democracy, such as Lebanon, political rivalry can and 

have been expressively hampering judicial independence.  

The main argument in this study is that the lack of independence of the Lebanese judicial system 

is a consequence of the vulnerability of this judiciary to external interferences on one hand and to 

the willingness of the political leaders to interfere on the other hand. Therefore, the powers vested 

within the executive, along with existing legal loopholes open the door for the abuse of powers; 

noting that Lebanese politicians, as discussed above, vastly hinge on clientelism and the 

confessional system. This conduct adopted by politicians led to a lack of support but most 

importantly will for the attainment of independence of the judiciary. Political elites are not held 

responsible for their intrusion in the judiciary because of the absence of political accountability in 

general in Lebanon, which is mostly due to sectarian tensions and corruption to that end.  

Even though supplementary influences can affect the independence of the judiciary as indicated 

above, such influences as well can be best resolved only if the susceptibility of the judiciary to the 

executive and political parties’ interference is resolved. Which means that all these other obstacles 

and influences can be considered as secondary, whereas political influence is the principal aspect 

than can regulate the existence of other obstacles. Hence, judicial susceptibility to political 
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influence, along with the readiness of political elites to employ such influence, can better be 

described as the oxygen that nurture the fire, whereas the other aspects are sheer sparks.  

Obviously, public administrators and political leaders claim that they fully encourage 

independence of the judiciary and judicial reform, yet their actions demonstrate the opposite. After 

the October 17 protests, good steps have been taken in the path towards the independence of the 

judiciary. Several reformative laws have been endorsed by the Lebanese parliament to fight 

corruption such as lifting banking secrecy, return of stolen public funds and the Anti-Corruption 

National Strategy. Nevertheless, the expectations of the Lebanese are not very high in this regards, 

as it is evident that legislative actions are not the best solution in Lebanon; these actions must be 

simultaneously followed with electoral, executive reform and most importantly a change in the 

political decision and practice.  
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